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THE JOURNAL OI- SYMBOLIC LOGIC 

Volume 74, Number 4. Dec. 2009 

SUCCESSORS OF SINGULAR CARDINALS AND COLORING 
THEOREMS II 

TODD EISWORTH AND SAHARON SHELAH 

Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the extent to which techniques used in [10], [2], and [3]— 
developed to prove coloring theorems at successors of singular cardinals of uncountable cofinality—can be 
extended to cover the countable cofinality case. 

§1. Introduction. In this paper, we tackle some of the issues left unresolved by its 
predecessor [2] and the related [3]. In particular, we begin the project of extending 
the coloring theorems found in those papers to a more general setting—a setting 
that will allow us to draw conclusions concerning successors of singular cardinals 
of countable cofinality. 

We remind the reader that the square-brackets partition relation K —+ [X]g of 
Erdos, Hajnal, and Rado [6] asserts that for every function F: [K]M —• 6 (where 
[KY denotes the family of subsets of K of cardinality ju), there is a set H C « of 
cardinality X such that 

ran(f \ [Hf) / 6, (1.1) 

that is, the function F omits at least one value when we restrict it to [HY-
This paper investigates the extent to which negations of square-brackets partition 

relations hold at the successor of a singular cardinal. In particular, we examine 
relatives of the combinatorial statement 

X^[X)\, (1.2) 

where X is the successor of a singular cardinal. Our main concern is the situation 
where X = /J.+ for /J. singular of countable cofinality; in general, we already know 
stronger results for the case where X is the successor of a singular of uncountable 
cofinality. The added difficulties that arise in the work for this paper are due to 
some issues involving club-guessing, and we prove some theorems in that area as 
well. 
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1288 TODD EISWORTH AND SAHARON SHELAH 

We also remark that Chapter III of [9] (i.e., [10]) claims something stronger than 
our Theorem 5, but there is a problem in the proof given there. More precisely, the 
comments on page 163 dealing with extending the main theorem of that chapter to 
the successor of a singular of countable cofinality (Lemma 4.2(4)) are not enough 
to push the proof through. Theorems 4 and 5 provide a partial reclamation of this 
earlier work of the second author. 

We now take a moment to fix our notation and lay out some results underpinning 
our work. In particular, we need to discuss scales, elementary submodels, and their 
interaction. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let JU be a singular cardinal. A scale for fi is a pair {ft,f) 
satisfying 

(1) /? = (/Ui: i < cf (/*)) is an increasing sequence of regular cardinals such that 
suP;<cfM /"i = <" a n d cfC") < Ao-

(2) / = ( /„: a < fi+) is a sequence of functions such that 
(a) fa 6 H<cf(„)<"*• 
(b) If y < 3 < fi+ then fy <* fg, where the notation f <* g means that 

{/' < cf(ju): g(i) < f(i)} is bounded below cf(/z). 
(c) If / G rii<cf(/j) f1' t n e n t n e r e is a n a < A+ such that / <* fa. 

Our conventions regarding elementary submodels are standard—we assume 
that x is a sufficiently large regular cardinal and let 21 denote the structure 
(H(x), e, <x) where H{%) is the collection of sets hereditarily of cardinality less 
than x, and <x is some well-order oiH(x). The use of <x means that our structure 
21 has definable Skolem functions, and we obtain the set of Skolem terms for 21 by 
closing the collection of Skolem functions under composition. With these Skolem 
terms in hand, we can discuss Skolem hulls: 

DEFINITION 1.2. Let B C H{x). Then Ska(fl) denotes the Skolem hull of B in 
the structure 21. More precisely, 

Ska {B) = {t(b0,...,b„): t a Skolem term for 21 and b0,... ,b„ e B}. 

The set Ska{B) is an elementary substructure of 21, and it is the smallest such 
structure containing every element of B. 

We also make use of characteristic functions of elementary submodels. 

DEFINITION 1.3. Let / i b e a singular cardinal of cofinality «, and let ju = (/z,: 
/ < K) be an increasing sequence of regular cardinals cofinal in ft. If M is an 
elementary submodel of 21 such that 

• \M\ < /x, 
• (fit: i < K) G M, and 
• K + \CM. 

then the characteristic function of M on ft (denoted Ch^) is the function with 
domain K defined by 

C j / (•) •= l s u P ( M n / / ' ) i f sup(Mn / a , ) <[ij, 
M [0 otherwise. 

If /T is clear from context, then we suppress reference to it in the notation. 
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In the situation of Definition 1.3, it is clear that Ch^ is an element of the product 
Y[j<K Mi' a n d furthermore, Ch^(/) = sup(M n fit) for all sufficiently large / < «. 
The following result is essentially due to Baumgartner [1]—a proof can be found in 
the introductory section of [4], 

LEMMA 1.4. Let ju, K, JU, and M be as in Definition 1.3. If i* < K and we define 
N to be Sksi(M U /<,•.), then 

ChM r [i* + l,K) = Chjv \[i* + l,K). (1.3) 

We need one more easy fact about scales; a proof can be found in [3]. In the 
statement of the lemma (and throughout the rest of this paper) we use the notation 
"V*" to mean "for all sufficiently large" and " 3 * " to mean "there are unboundedly 
many". 

LEMMA 1.5. Let A = ju+ for /j. singular of cofinality K, and suppose (/?,/) is a 
scale for /u. Then there is a closed unbounded C C A such that the following holds 
for every /? e C: 

(V*/ < K)(V»/ < A,)(Vv < fii+l)(3*a < 0)[fa(i) > >7 A / a ( i + 1) > v.] (1.4) 

We end this section with another bit of terminology due to Shelah [8]: 

DEFINITION 1.6. A ^-approximating sequence is a continuous e-chain 371 = (M,: 
;' < A) of elementary submodels of 21 such that 

(1) X e M0, 
(2) |M,-|<A, 
(3) (Mj: j < i) e M / + i ,and 
(4) Mi n X is a proper initial segment of A. 

If x e / / ( / ) , then we say that 971 is a ^-approximating sequence over x if JC e Mo. 

Note that if 97Z is a 1-approximating sequence and A = ju+, then / i + l C Mo 
because of condition (4) and the fact that n is an element of each M,. 

§2. Club-guessing. In this section we investigate club-guessing. The coloring 
theorems presented in [10], [3], and [2] make use of a particular type of club-
guessing sequence. These special club-guessing sequences are known to exist at 
successors of singular cardinals of uncountable cofinality (we give a proof in this 
section, as the original proof in [10] has some minor problems), but it is still open 
whether they must exist at successors of singular cardinals of countable cofinality. 
For this case, the current section provides club-guessing sequences satisfying weaker 
conditions, and then in the sequel we demonstrate that these sequences can be used 
to obtain similar coloring theorems. We will begin with some terminology. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let A be a cardinal. 

(1) A C-sequence for A is a family (Ca: a < A) such that Ca is closed and 
unbounded in a for each a < A. 

(2) If S is a stationary subset of A, then an S-club system is a family ( Q : S e S*} 
such where 

• S* is a subset of S such that S \ S* is non-stationary, and 
• Cg is closed and unbounded in S for each S e S*. 
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1290 TODD EISWORTH AND SAHARON SHELAH 

As is clear by the above definition, there is precious little difference between 
calling (ea: a < X) a C -sequence and calling it a A-club system—the two names 
exist for historical reasons. The difference in terminology is worth preserving for 
other reasons, however, because we will be using these objects in completely different 
ways—"C-sequences" are used exclusively for constructing minimal walks, while 
"A-club systems" are used only for club-guessing matters. Our use of different terms 
makes it clear how the objects are to be used, and keeps our notation consistent with 
the literature already in existence. The use of the set 5* in the preceding definition 
is for technical reasons—very often, we will take an existing S-club system and 
modify in a way that makes sense only for "almost all" elements of S, and we still 
would like to call the resulting object an S-club system. 

DEFINITION 2.2. Suppose C is a closed unbounded subset of an ordinal 3. Then 

(1) acc(C) = {a e C: a = sup(C n a)}, and 
(2) nacc(C) = C \ a c c ( C ) . 

If a G nacc(C), then we define Gap(a, C), the gap in C determined by a, by 

Gap(a, C) = ( s u p ( C n a ) , a ) . (2.1) 

The next definition captures some standard ideas from proofs of club-guessing; 
we have chosen more descriptive names (due to Kojman [7]) than those prevalent 
in [9]. 

DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose C and E are sets of ordinals with E n sup(C) closed in 
sup(C). We define 

Drop(C,£') = { s u p ( a n £ ) : a G C \ m i n ( £ ) + 1}. (2.2) 

Furthermore, if C and E are both subsets of some cardinal X and (ea: a < X) is a 
C-sequence, then for each a e nacc(C) n acc(£), we define 

Fill(a, C, E) = Drop(ea, E) n Gap(a, C). (2.3) 

Our notation suppresses the dependence on the parameter (ea: a < X) because 
the precise choice of ea does not make a difference at all; all that matters is that 
Fill(a, C, E) provides us with a simple way of generating a closed unbounded subset 
of E n Gap(a, C) for a in nacc(C) n acc(£). 

In our first theorem, we characterize the existence of the special sorts of club-
guessing sequences that are crucial to proofs given in [3] and [2]. 

THEOREM 1. Suppose X = ji+ for p a singular cardinal, and let S be a stationary 
subset of{S<X: cf(<S) = cf (//)}. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) There is an S-club system ( Q : S G S) such that 
(a) | Q | < )x for every S G S, and 
(b) for every closed unbounded E C X, there are stationarily many 5 such that 

for all x < fi, 

{a € nacc(Q) n E: cf(a) > T} is unbounded in S. (2.4) 

(2) There is an S-club system ( Q : 8 G S) such that 
(a) sup{|Q| : 8 G S} < ju, and 
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(b) for every closed unboundedE C X, there are stationarily many 5 such that 
for all x < ju, 

{a G nacc(Q) n E: cf(a) > T} is unbounded in 3. (2.5) 

(3) There is an S-club system (Cs '• 3 e S) such that 
(a) otp(Q) = cf (8) for every 3 € S, 
(b) (cf (a): a G nacc(Q)) is strictly increasing and cofinal in /x, and 
(c) for every closed unboundedE C X, there are stationarily many 5 € S with 

CsQE. 

PROOF. Assume C = (Cs: 3 e S) is as in (1). We claim that there is a 8 < JU 

such that for every closed unbounded E C X, there are stationarily many 8 such 
that (2.4) is satisfied for all x < fi and \Cs\ < 6. Suppose this is not the case, 
and let (#,: i < cf(,u)) be an increasing sequence of cardinals cofinal in JX. For 
each i < cf(ju), there is a closed unbounded Et c X such that for all S e S, either 
\Cs\ > 8i or (2.4) fails for some x < ju. The contradiction is immediate upon 
consideration of the club E = f]j<d^ Et. 

Having established the existence of such a 6, we can modify C by replacing those 
Cs of cardinality greater than 6 by an arbitrary club (in S) of order-type cf (S), and 
this gives us an S-club system as in (2). 

The journey from (2) to (3) is an application of standard club-guessing ideas. 
If E is club in X, for the purpose of this proof, let us agree to say C guesses E at 
3 if (2.4) holds for all x < ju. Our first move is to establish that if C is as in (2), 
then there is a closed unbounded E* c X such that for every closed unbounded 
E C X, there are stationarily many S e S where C guesses acc(E*) at 3 and such 
thatDrop(Q,£'*) CE. 

Suppose this fails. Choose a regular cardinal a such that 

sup{|Q| : 3 € S} <a < fi. 

By recursion on £ < a we choose clubs E^ of X as follows: 

CASE £ = 0: E0 = X 

CASE £ LIMIT: We let E( = f]i<c Ef. 

CASE £ = £ + 1: In this case, by our assumption we know that E$ does not 
enjoy the properties required of E*. Thus, there are closed unbounded sets E° 
and £ i such that for all 3 e E® n S, if C guesses acc(E^) at 3, then there is an 
a e Q\ (min(£{) + 1) such that sup(2T<j n a) £ E\. We now define 

Ec = Ei+l = acc(£» n El n E\ (2.6) 

and the construction continues. 

Now let E = flf<ff -̂ C • ^ is c l e a r that E is club in X, and so by our assumption we 
can find <5 e S where C guesses E. We note that<5 g £\ and therefore <S e ££ for all 
£ < a. Furthermore, C guesses ace(E^) at<S for all £ < a because E C acc(£{). Our 
construction forces us to conclude that for each £ < a, there is an a e Q \ min(£f) 
such that sup(£f n a ) is not in E) (and therefore not in E^+\ either). 
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We now get a contradiction using a well-known argument—for each a G Q 
greater than min(is), the sequence (sup(£^ f la) : C < a) is decreasing, and therefore 
eventually constant. Thus, there are ya < 3 and C« < cr such that 

Ca <(<P = > sup(£c n a) = ya. 

Since | Q | < a, we know £* := sup{£a: a G Q } is less than a. We know C guesses 
acc(ls{.) at<S, and so there is an a e Q \ (min{E^) + 1) such that 

sap(Ec.na)iEc.+i. (2.7) 

ButC* >Ca,SO 

sup(£c« n a) = ya = sup(£f,+i n a ) G E^+i, (2.8) 

and we have our contradiction. 
To finish the proof, let us suppose that E* is the club whose existence was just 

established. If C guesses acc(£"*) at 3, then we can easily build a set D$ such that 

• A, Cacc(F)nQ, 
• D$ is closed and unbounded in 3 with otp(As) = cf (3), and 
• (cf ( a ) : a G nacc(D^)) is strictly increasing and cofinal in fi. 

Notice that Dg C Drop(Q,£*) for such 6—this is the reason for using acc(£*). 
For all other 3 e S, we can let D$ be a subset of d satisfying the last two conditions 
above. It is now routine to verify that (D$: 5 e S) is as required. Since it is clear 
that (3) implies (1), the theorem has been established. H 

Let us agree to call an S-club system a nice club-guessing sequence if it satisfies (3) 
of the above theorem—this is in concordance with notation from [9], and it also fits 
in with the nice pairs defined in [3]. We will say that 5 carries a nice club-guessing 
sequence when such a sequence can be found. 

Our next task is to demonstrate that nice club-guessing sequences exist when we 
deal with successors of singular cardinals of uncountable cofinality. This result 
actually follows from Claim 2.6 on page 127 of [9], but the proof of that claim has 
some problems. The proof we give fixes these oversights, and is actually quite a bit 
simpler. 

THEOREM 2. Ifk = ju+for JJ. a singular cardinal of uncountable cofinality, then every 
stationary subset of {8 < X: cf (S) = cf(fi)} carries a nice club-guessing sequence. 

PROOF. Let S be such a stationary set. By our previous work, it suffices to produce 
an S-club system satisfying (1) of Theorem 1. Assume by way of contradiction that 
no such S'-club system exists. 

Let ( Q : S G S) be an 5-club system with otp(Q) = cf(<5), and let e be any 
C -sequence on 1. 

By recursion on n < co, we will define objects (Cg: 6 < co), (T | : S G S), 
(e| : 3 G S), and E„ such that 

• Cg is closed and unbounded in 3, 
• \Cs"\<fi, 
• xn

b is a regular cardinal less than ft, 
• £5 < 3, and 
• E„ is closed and unbounded in A. 
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We let C" denote (Cs":SeS), and our initial set up has E0 = X,C° = C, e$ = 0, 
and T,0 = 0. 

Suppose we are given C". By our assumption, C" does not satisfy the demands 
of our theorem, and so there are clubs E® and E\ such that C" fails to guess E® on 
Ex

n n S. This means for any 8 e E\ n S, there are e < 8 and a regular x < JU such 
that 

a e nacc(Q") n El
0 \ (e + 1) = • cf(a) < T. (2.9) 

We now define En+\ = acc(.E„ n E® n £,J), define e |+ 1 to be the least such e, and 
define T^+1 to be the least x corresponding to e|+ 1. 

Now that En+\ has been defined, we declare an ordinal 8 £ 5* to be active at stage 
n + 1 if 8 e acc(£„+i). For those 8 € S that are inactive at stage n + 1, we do 
nothing—set C/+1 = C/, xn

g
+{ = T£, and £^+1 = e|. 

For the remainder of this construction, we assume <5 is active at stage « + 1. Let 
us say that ordinal a < 8 needs attention at stage n + 1 if 

a G nacctQ") n acc(£„+i) \ en
s
+l + 1. (2.10) 

Notice that any ordinal requiring attention at this stage is necessarily of cofinality 
at most Xg+{. 

Our construction of C$+l commences by setting 

D2=Drop(Ci,E„+i). (2.11) 

This set D$ is still closed and unbounded in 8 since 8 is active, and if a needed 
attention at this stage, then a = sup(£'„+i n a) and therefore 

a e nacc(Z)(5") n acc(£„+i). (2.12) 

In particular, the set Fill (a, Dg,En+\) is defined for any a that needs attention at 
this stage. 

To finish the construction, we define 

Cd
n+[ = Dn

& U {Fill(a, DS[E], En+l): a needs attention}. (2.13) 

The set C£+l is clearly unbounded in 8, and it is closed since it was obtained from 
Z>! by gluing closed sets into "gaps" in Dg. It remains to see that | CJ*+11 < ju, and 
this follows by the estimate 

| C / + 1 | < |Q"| + ^"+1 - |Q" | . (2.14) 

Thus, the recursion can continue. 
Let E = f]n<co E„, and choose 8 e S n acc(E) such that n divides the order-type 

of 8 n E. Since E C acc(£'„) for all n, it follows that 8 is active at all stages of the 
construction. Let us define 

s* = s u p K :n<co} + l, (2.15) 

and 

6* =sup{\Q\: n<co}. (2.16) 
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Since Ho < cf(/J.) = cf(<S), we know e* < S and 6* < /x. Since S e acc(is) and fi 
divides otp{E nS), 

\End\e*\=/u, (2.17) 

and an appeal to (2.16) tells us that we can choose an ordinal y such that 
• y eE 
• £* < y <S, and 

Our next move involves consideration of the sequence (a„: n < co) of ordinals 
defined as 

an=min(Cs"\y). (2.18) 

We will reach a contradiction by proving that this sequence of ordinals is strictly 
decreasing. 

Note that a„ is necessarily greater than y by our choice of y. This means that a„ 
is an element of nacc(C(5"). Moreover, 

en
s
+l <e*<a„. (2.19) 

Two possibilities now arise—either a„ needs attention at stage n + 1, or it does not. 
We analyze each of these cases individually. 

CASE 1: an does not need attention at stage n + 1. 

A glance at (2.10) establishes that a„ is not an element of acc(E„+}), and hence 
if we set /?„ = sup(a„ n En+\), then /?„ < a„. Now y e E C E„+\, and therefore. 

y<P„<a„. (2.20) 

The ordinal /?„ is in Dg which is itself a subset of C£+l and so 

Otn+l < Pn<OL„. (2.21) 

CASE 2: a„ needs attention at stage n + 1. 

In this case, we have seen that Fill(a„, D%, En+\) is closed and unbounded in a„ 
and included in Cg+l. Since y must be strictly less than a„, we see 

y < an+l < min(Fill(a„,£»^£„+i) \y)<a„ (2.22) 

and again we have an+\ < a„. 
We now have the desired contradiction, as (a„: n < co) allegedly forms a strictly 

decreasing sequence of ordinals. -\ 
We now come to a very natural question that is still open. 

QUESTION 2.4. Suppose X = ju+ for ju singular of countable cofinality, and let S 
be a stationary subset of {S < k: cf(/i) = co}. Does S carry a nice club-guessing 
sequence? 

This question is particular relevant for this paper because a positive answer would 
allow us to strengthen our results, as well as simplify the proof enormously by using 
the techniques of [3]. A positive answer follows easily from <}(S), but we leave the 
proof of this to the reader. The next theorem explores the extent to which we can 
obtain 5-club systems with properties that approximate "niceness". 
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THEOREM 3. Let X = ju+ for fi a singular cardinal of countable cofinality, and let 
S be a stationary subset of {3 < X: ci(8) = No}. Further suppose that we have 
sequences (eg: 3 G S) and(fg: 8 G S) such that 

(1) eg is an increasing function from co onto a cofinal subset of 3 (for convenience, 
we define eg(— 1) to be —I) 

(2) fg maps co to the set of regular cardinals less than fi, and 
(3) for every closed unbounded E C X, there are stationarily many 8 G S such that 

cg{n) e E for all n < co. 

Then there is an S-club system (Cg: 5 G S) such that 

(4) cs{n) G Cgforalln, 
(5) \Cg n (cs(n - 1), cg(n)]\ < fs(n), and 
(6) for every closed unbounded E C X, there are stationarily many 8 G S such that 

(V«<co)(3aGnacc(Q)n£') [cs{n - 1)< a<cs{n) and cf(a)> fg{n)] (2.23) 

We can get a picture of the case of most interest to us in the following manner. 
First, notice that the functions (eg: 3 G S) are essentially a "standard" club-guessing 
sequence of the sort we know exist. Given 8 G S, the sequence eg chops 3 into an 
co sequence of half-open intervals of the form (cg(n - 1), cg{n)]. If we define 

Ig(n):=(cg(n-l),cg(n)], (2.24) 

then Cg is constructed so that Cg nlg{n) is of cardinality at most fg{n). The club-
guessing property tells us that for any closed unbounded E C X, there are stationarily 
many 8 G S such that for each n < co, E n nacc(Q) n Ig{n) contains an ordinal of 
cofinality greater than f g(n). In particular, if the sequence (fg{n): n < co)increases 
to n for all <5 G S, then for every closed unbounded E C X there are stationarily 
many 3 e S such that for any z < ju, 

{ a e £ f l nacc(C,5): cf (a) > z} is unbounded in 8. (2.25) 

This almost gives us the assumptions needed to apply Theorem 1; the problem, 
however, is that our hypotheses admit the possibility that Q is of cardinality ju, and 
this takes us out of the purview of Theorem 1. 

PROOF. Our starting point for this proof is the bare-bones sketch of a similar 
proof given for Claim 2.8 on page 131 of [9]. By way of contradiction, assume that 
there is no such family (Cg: 8 e S). The proof will require us to construct many 
S-club systems in an attempt to produce the desired object; let us agree to say that 
an S-club system satisfies the structural requirements of Theorem 3 if conditions 
(4) and (5) hold, and say it satisfies the club-guessing requirements of Theorem 3 if 
condition (6) holds. 

The main thrust of our construction is to define objects Er and C^ = (C# : 8 G S) 
by induction on £ < co\. The sets Er. will be closed unbounded in X, while each Cf 

will be an S-club system satisfying the structural requirements of Theorem 3. Our 
convention is that stage ( refers to the process of defining Cf + 1 and Er+\ from O 
and Er. The reader should also be warned that several auxiliary objects will be 
defined along the way. 
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Construction. 

INITIAL SET-UP. 

We set Eo = X and C,0 = {cg(n): n < co} for each 3 e S. 

STAGE £—denning 2Tj+1 and Cc+l. 

We assume that Cf is an S-club system satisfying the structural requirements 
of Theorem 3, and EQ is a closed unbounded subset of X. We have assumed that 
Theorem 3 fails, and so there are closed unbounded subsets E° and E^ of k such 

70 that for each S e E9 f) S, there is an n < co such that 

a e nacc(Q) n E\ n £(«) ==> cf(a) < f&{n). (2.26) 

We define 

H+i acc(EcnE?DEl
c). (2.27) 

Let us agree to say that an ordinal 6 G S is active at stage £ if Cj1 C acc(2sf+i), 
and note that the set of such S is stationary. If S e 5 is inactive at stage £, then we 
do nothing and let C/+1 = C^. 

If J w active at stage £, then we know ̂  G £° and so there is a least n(<5, £) < co 
such that 

a e nacc(C^) n ^ 1 n/^(n((5,C)) ==• cf(a) < fs{n{6,Q). (2.28) 

The construction of C/+1 will modify Cj only on the interval k{n(d, £)), that is, we 
ensure that 

c/+1 n (a \/,(/!(<*,c))) = cj n (s\is(n(s,0)). (2.29) 

Our next step is to define 

Dc
s = DTop(C^nIs(n(d,0),Ec+lnls(n(S,0))- (2.30) 

Note that DJ; is a closed unbounded subset of cg{n{8,Q) of cardinality at most 
fs(n(S,0). 

We still have some distance to traverse before arriving at Cg+l—one should 
think of D% as being the first approximation to how C$+l will look on the interval 
Is(n(S, £))• To finish, let us say that an element a of D$ needs attention if 

• a € acc(i?f+i) n nacc(Z)j'), and 
. d(a)<fs(n(d,0). 

If a needs attention, then Fill(a, CJj r\Is(n(S,0),E(+\ nls(n(S,()) is closed and 
unbounded in Gap(a, Cg) and of cardinality cf (a) < fg(n(d, £)). We define 

Al = Dlu{FHi(a,CJnis(n(i5,C)),Ec+inle(n(d,Z)): a needs attention}. (2.31) 

Since the needed instances of "Fill" are always a closed subsets lying in a "gap" 
of D^, the set A\ is still closed and unbounded in c# (n (S, ()). Also, simple cardinality 
estimates tell us 

" </*(«(<*,0). (2.32) 
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We now define C/+1 piecewise—as indicated in (2.29), we do nothing outside of the 
interval k(n(S, ()), while we set 

C^nls(n(S,0)=4. (2-33) 
So defined, our S-club system Cf+1 satisfies the structural requirements of Theo
rem 3 and the construction continues. 

C C AND £ { FOR ( LIMIT 

We begin by setting E^ = f)^ E%. Next, for each 3 e S we let Cj be the closure 
in<5 of 

{a: a £ C/ for all sufficiently large £ < £}. (2.34) 

The set CJj defined above is closed in S by definition. Since it contains C®, it is also 
unbounded. Finally, 

c/n J* («) c (J c/n/*(«). (2-35) 

Since £ is countable and fs{n) is a cardinal, it follows that 

Cfnlgin) <fs(n) (2.36) 

for all n, and therefore (CJ: 3 e S) satisfies the structural requirements of Theo
rem 3. 

End construction. 

Having constructed Cf and E^ for all £ < coi, we turn now to obtaining a 
contradiction. Let us define 

E* := p | £ C . (2.37) 

It is clear that E* is club in X, and so there is a <S e 51 such that 

C$ C {a < / : ju divides otp(£* n a)}. (2.38) 

Let us fix such a c5, and note that 

\ET\Ig{n)\ = //for all n < co. (2.39) 

For each £ < coi, we know from (2.38) that S is active at each stage £ < coi. In 
particular, «(<S, £) is defined for all £ < a>\ and hence there is a least n* < co such 
that «(c5, £) = «* for infinitely many £. Let (£„:«< co) list the first co such ordinals, 
and let £* = sup{£„: « < co}. 

Choose an ordinal /?* € £,*n^(n*)\Uif<c» C/—this is possible because of (2.39), 
as 

\\JCJnls(n*)\<Xo-Mn*)<p. (2.40) 

Finally define 

A:=min(C/-\/f*) (2.41) 
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for each n < co. Notice that our choice of p* guarantees that /?* is strictly less than 
pn for all n. 

CLAIM 2.5. For each n, we have pn+\ < /?„. 

PROOF. Fix n. It is clear from our construction that 

min(cf"+1 \ p*) = min(C,c"+1 \ /?*) = Pn+x (2.42) 

because /?* G /«(«*) and «(<$,£) ^ n* if C« < £ < C«+i-
We now track what happens to P„ during stage £„ by splitting into two cases. 

CASE 1: p„ £ acc(£Cn+i). 

In this case, we note that since P* G £{„+i we have 

p* <sup( / f„n£ c .+i)<j9„ . (2.43) 

Since /?* £ Cc-+1 while 

sup(/?„ n £c„+i) G D|"+1 C C/" + 1 , (2.44) 

it follows that /?* < /?„+i < /?„ and we are done. 

CASE 2: /?„ 6 acc(2s{n+i). 

Since /?* < P„, the definition of/?„ tells us that /?„ must be in nacc(C(5
c"). Also, 

both <5 and /?„ are in £(„+i, so in particular ^ e E® and /?„ G is^. This tells us 

By our case hypothesis, P„ = sup(£(„+i n pn) and so p„ G D^" and 

j8B=min(/ ) j" \ /?*)>/?*. (2.45) 

We conclude 

#, G nacc(Dc"), (2.46) 

and so P„ needs attention during the construction of Cgn+1. In particular, 

Fill (/?„, C* n £(n(5, 0), Ec+l n Is{n(S,£))) £ C/"+1 (2.47) 

and so 

C , c " + 1 n ( / r , # , ) ^ 0 . (2.48) 

We conclude 

P* < pn+1 = min(C/"+1 \ /?*) = min(C(5
c"+1 \ /T) < /*„ (2.49) 

as required. H 
Using the preceding claim, we get a strictly decreasing set of ordinals. This is 
absurd, and Theorem 3 is established. H 

Club-guessing systems structured like those provided by Theorem 3 will occupy 
our attention for the rest of this paper, so we will give them a name. 

DEFINITION 2.6. Let k = /u+ for ft singular of countable cofinality, and let S be 
a stationary subset of {5 < A: cf(<5) = N0}. An S-club system ( Q : S G 5) is 
well-formed if there is a function f g. a> —> /u and functions c^: co —> 8 for each 
S e S such that such that 
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(1) eg is strictly increasing with range cofinal in 5 
(2) ( / c ( « ) : n < co) is a strictly increasing sequence of regular cardinals cofinal 

in/i 
(3) for each n, \Cg n (c$(n - l),cg(n)]\ < /<*(«) 
(4) for each n, if a € nacc(Q n (cg(n — \),cg(n)] thencf(a) > /<*(«) 
(5) if E is closed and unbounded in X, then there are stationarily many 5 e S 

such that 

E n nacc(Q) n (cs(n - \),cs(n)] ^ 0 for all n < co. (2.50) 

If there is a well-formed S-club system, then we say that S carries a well-formed club-
guessing sequence. We continue to use the notation Ig(n) to indicate the interval 
{cg{n — l),cg{n)] (where our convention is that c(— 1) = —1), and refer to this 
sequence of intervals as the interval structure of Cg. The function fg is said to 
measure C. 

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let S be a stationary subset of {S < X: cf(6) = No} where 
X = ju+ with ju singular of countable cofinality. If / : co —> /i enumerates a strictly 
increasing sequence of regular cardinals that is cofinal in ju, then S carries a well-
formed club-guessing sequence that is measured by / . 

PROOF. For each S e S, we set fg = f and apply Theorem 3 to any relevant 
choice for (eg: S e S). The 5-club system (Cg: d £ S) that arises need not satisfy 
condition (4) of Definition 2.6, so for each<5 e S we define 

D*6 = {a e nacc(Q): if a G Ig(n), thencf(a) > fg(n)}, (2.51) 

and let Dg equal the closure of Dg in 5. The proof that (Dg : S e S) is as required 
is routine and left to the reader. H 

We remark that any S-club system (Cg: S e S) providing a positive answer 
to Question 2.4 is also essentially well-formed—given any increasing function / 
mapping co onto a set of regular cardinals cofinal in ju, it is straightforward to "thin 
out" the Cg to get a well-formed S-club system D measured by / . 

We move now to some terminology concerning club-guessing ideals taken 
from [9]. We start with a basic definition. 

DEFINITION 2.8. Let C = (Cg: 5 e S) be an S-club system for S a stationary 
subset of some cardinal X, and suppose I = (Ig: S e S) is a sequence such that Ig 
is an ideal on Cg for each S £ S. The ideal idp(C,I) consists of all sets A C X such 
that for some closed unbounded E C X, 

S€Sf)E=^EnAnCgGlg. (2.52) 

PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose X = ju+ for fi singular of countable cofinality, and let 
C be a well-formed S-club system for some stationary S C {S < X: cf(<5) = K0}. 
Let Ig be the ideal on Cg generated by sets of the form 

\y £ Cg: y e acc(Q) or cf(y) <aory<P} (2.53) 

for a < ju and (3 <5. Then id^(C, / ) is a proper ideal. 

PROOF. We need to verify that X <£ idp(C, I). If we unpack the meaning of this, 
we see that we need that for every closed unbounded E C X, there is a S e S such 
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that E n Q £ Is- This means that for each a < /i and /? < S, there needs to be 
a y G £ n nacc(Q) greater than /? with cofinality greater than a, and this follows 
immediately from the definition of well-formed. H 

With the preceding proposition in mind, if we say that (C,I) is a well-formed 
S-club system, we mean that C is as in Definition 2.6, and I = (1$: 8 € S) 
is the sequence of ideals denned as in Proposition 2.9. The ideals idp(C,I) for 
well-formed (C, / ) lie at the heart of the coloring theorems presented in the sequel. 

§3. Parameterized walks. In this section, we develop a generalization of Todor-
cevic's technique of minimal walks [13, 11, 12]. The notation is a bit cumbersome, 
but this seems to be unavoidable given the complexity of the ideas we are trying to 
voice. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a cardinal. A generalized C-sequence is a family 

(en
a: a < X, n < co) 

such that for each a < X and n < co, 

• en
a is closed unbounded in a, and 

• en C e"+l 

The next lemma connects the above definition with concepts from the preceding 
section. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let X = ju+ for JU singular of countable cofinality, and let (C, / ) be 
a well-formed S-club system for some stationary S C X consisting of ordinals of 
countable cofinality. There is a generalized C-sequence (e£: a < X,n < co) such 
that 

• |<£ |<cf(a) + / c ( / i ) + Ni,and 
• SeSne"a=>Csnk(n)CeZ. 

PROOF. We will obtain e% as the closure (in a ) of a union of approximations en
a\p\ 

for yS <co\. We start by letting ea be closed unbounded in a of order-type cf (a) for 
each a < X. The construction proceeds as follows: 

en
a[P + 1] = closure in a of en

a[P] u [ J Q n Is{n), 

< + I [0] = C 
eaifi] = closure in a 

y<P 

en
a = closure in a of [ J en

a\fi\. 

The verification that (e£ : a < X, n < co) has the required properties is routine. H 

The relationship between the generalized C-sequence obtained above and the 
given well-formed 5*-club system (C, / ) is important enough that it ought to have a 
name. 
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DEFINITION 3.3. Let X ~ /u+ for fi singular of cofinality No, and suppose (C,I) 
is a well-formed S-club system for some stationary S c {S < X: cf(<5) = Ho}. A 
generalized C-sequence e is said to swallow (C, / ) if 

(1) | ^ | < c f ( a ) + / c ( « ) + N,,and 
(2) d£Sne"a=^CsnIs(n)CeZ. 

The most important property enjoyed by these cumbersome generalized C-
sequences is isolated by the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.4. Suppose e swallows the well-formed 5*-club system (C,I). If S is in 
Sfle™ for some m < co, then 

(V*« < co) [nacc(Q) n kin) C nacc(e^)] . (3.1) 

PROOF. Chooser* < co so large that m < n* andcf(a) < fc(n*). Ifn* <n<co 
and y € nacc(Q) fl I#(n), then y e e% by Definition 3.3, and y cannot be in acc(e^) 
because 

K | < c f ( a ) + / c ( « ) + Ki<cf(y) . (3.2) 

Up until this point in the section, we have been developing the context in which 
our generalized minimal walks will take place, and now we turn to their definition. 

DEFINITION 3.5. Let e be a generalized C-sequence on some cardinal X, and let s 
be a finite sequence of natural numbers. Given a < ft < X, we define St(a, ft, s, (.)— 
"step I on the .y-walk from /? to a (along e)"—by induction on £ < co. 

St(a, p, s, 0) = p, 

and 

'a tta = St{a,p,s,l), 
min(est(aBse) \ Q ) i fS t (a ,#s ,£ ) > a a n d £ > lg(j), St(a,fi,s,t + 1) St(a.fi.s,e) 

A1) 
"Si(a.p,s,t) 

ramieiii „ ,, \ a) otherwise. 

Finally, let 

n(a,fi,s) = leasts such that a = St(a,y9, s, £). 

In the C-sequences used by Todorcevic, at each stage of a minimal walk one has 
a single ladder to use to make the next step. In our context, there are infinitely 
many ladders available, and the parameter 5 selects the one we use for our next 
step. Even though there are infinitely many ladders available, nevertheless there are 
only finitely many possible destinations, for given a < /?, the sequence (eg: n < co) 
increases with n and therefore the sequence (min(e^ \ a): n < co) is decreasing and 
hence eventually constant. This brings us to our next definition. 

DEFINITION 3.6. We define St* {a, [5,1)—"step £ of the settled walk from ft to a 
(along e)"—by the following recursion: 

St*(a ,#0) = /J, 
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and 

(a i fa = St*(a.jM), 
St*(a,/U + l ) = { r / . . „ . A . . 

[l im^oo [m.me^t,{alJi)\a)J otherwise. 
We let «*(a, /?) denote the least n for which St* (a, p,n) = a. 

The settled walks described above avoid the use of parameters s; unfortunately, 
we seem to need the greater generality furnished by Definition 3.5 in our proof of 
the main result of this paper. The following straightforward lemma connects the 
two concepts. 

LEMMA 3.7. There is an m* < co such that if s G<co a>, lg(s) > n*(a,p), and 
s(i) > m* for all / < lg(s), then 

St(aJ,s,t) = St*{aJJ) for all* < n*(a,p). 

We say that m* settles the walk from P to a {along e), and let m*(a, P) denote the 
least such m*. 

Our discussion now returns to a familiar context—let X = fi+ for n singular 
of countable cofinality, and let S be a stationary subset of {8 < X: cf(<5) = N0}. 
Further suppose (C, / ) is a well-formed <S-club system swallowed by the generalized 
C-sequence e. In the course of this discussion, we will define several auxiliary 
functions. 

Suppose 8 e S and 8 < P < X, and let m* = m*(S, /?) be as in Lemma 3.7. For 
i < n*(d, P) - 1, we know 8 £ ^*(SBD

 a n c l s o if we define 

y* = y*(S,p) = sup{max(eg.{SM) nS):£< n*(3J) - 1}, (3.3) 

then y* must be less than 8. 
Let y = y(S,p) denote the ordinal $t*{8,p,n*{S,p) - 1); our choice of m* 

ensures that8 is in S n e™*. An appeal to Lemma 3.4 tells us there must exist a least 
m = m{8, P) < 03 such that 

(1) m > m*, 
(2) nacc(Q) n Ig(m) C nacc(e™) for all m >m, and 
(3) if m > m and P* G nacc(Q) n Is(m), then 

y* <sup(e™n/?*)<£*• (3.4) 

DEFINITION 3.8. Suppose 3 e S, and 5 < P < X. For each ra < co, we let 
s (8, P,m) G m co be the sequence of length n*(S, P) defined by 

V ^ n J \m iU=n*{8J)-\. 

PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose 8eS,3<fi<X, and m > m{8,p). For any 
P* G nacc(Q) n Is(m), if sup(e™(<5/() n P*) < a < P*, then 

St{a,p,s(3J,m),£) = St*(SJJ) for a\\£ < n*{8,p), (3.5) 

and 

St(a, p, s(8, p, m), n* (p. 8)) = p*. (3.6) 
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PROOF. Assume a and s := s(S, /?, m) are as hypothesized, and suppose 

with^ + 1 <n*(SJ). Then 

St(a,fi,s,t + 1) = mm(4(g</u/ ) \ a) 

= mm(e£HSfa)\a) 

= mm(e^,{SM \S) (as a > y*(3J)) 

= Sf{S,fi,t + l). 

In particular, we know 

St(aJ,s,n*(SJ) - 1) = Sf(d,p,n*(5,0) - 1) = y(d,0). 

We now use Definition 3.5 to compute 

St(aJ,s,n*(S,fi))=rmn(e^l^m_l)\a) 

= /?*. 

where the last equality holds because /?* G em,g „} and 

The preceding argument certainly benefits from a description in English. Given 
8 < P with S G S, if we define y* as in (3.3), then the usual sort of minimal walks 
argument guarantees that for any a in the interval (y*,S), the "m*-walk" (i.e., the 
walk obtained by always stepping in the m*th ladder) from ft to a will agree with 
the m*-walk from ft to S until the last step before the latter arrives at 6. Varying the 
ladder used for the next step (i.e., changing the particular value of m) gives us a way 
of gaining control over one more step, provided we have a little more information 
on the ordinal a. 

Notice that even though we assume m > m*, we cannot simply replace s(6, ft, m) 
with a sequence of the same length that is constant with value m—doing this change 
has no effect on our steps in the initial portion of the walk, but it might increase 
the value of y* so that it exceeds the particular /?* we were aiming for, and then the 
argument no longer works (although something could be said if we were working 
with <5 of uncountable cofinality—see the forthcoming paper [5]). Thus, we seem to 
be stuck with sequences 51 that are not constant if we want our proof to go through. 

§4. The main theorem. Throughout this section, we will be operating in the 
following general context: 

• X = fi+ for fi singular of cofinality K0, 
• S is a stationary subset of {S < X: cf (S) = Ho}, 
• (C, /) is a well-formed S-club system, 
• e = (en

a : n < co, a < k) is a generalized C-sequence that swallows (C, / ) , 
• (/?, f) is a scale for JJ. with fi0 > No, 
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• T: [X]2 —> co is the function denned (for a < /?) by 

T(aJ) = max{/ < co: />( / ) < fa(i)}, (4.1) 

• (J,- : i <w) is an enumeration of <mco in which each element appears infinitely 
often, 

• x = {X, ju,S, (C,/),<?, (/?, /) , (J,-: «'<&))} (so x codes all of the parameters 
listed previously), 

• 21 is a structure of the form (H(x),€,<x) for some sufficiently large regular 
cardinal / and well-ordering <x of H(%). 

We apologize to the reader for the preceding bare list of assumptions—writing 
all of the above out each time results in a dramatic loss of clarity. 

DEFINITION 4.1. We define a coloring c: [X]2 —> X as follows: 
For a < p < X, let 

s*(aj)=sna,p) (4.2) 

Next, define 

k(aj) = least i < n(a,B) such that T(a,St(aJ,s*(a,/?),£)) ^ r ( a , / ? ) . (4.3) 

Finally, let 

c(a,£) - St(a J,s*(a J),k(a J)). (4.4) 

The computation of c(a, /?) seems more reasonable when written out in English— 
we start by computing T(a, /?) and use this to select the element s* of <OJco that will 
guide our walk. We then walk from /? to a using s*, and we stop when we reach 
a point where ' T changes". This stopping point is the value of c{a, /?). The same 
basic idea is exploited in [3]; the current version is complicated by our need for the 
parameters*. 

THEOREM 4. If{ta:a< X) is apairwise disjoint sequence of finite subsets ofX and 
A is an unbounded subset of X, then for idp(C, I)-almost all fi* < X, wecanfinda < X 
and /? G A such that 

c{ej)=p* for all eeta. (4.5) 

PROOF. By way of contradiction, suppose {ta: a < X) and A c X form a coun
terexample (without loss of generality, a < min(/a)). Then there is an id p (C, / ) -
positive set B such that for each /?* e B, there are no a < X and /? G A such that 
c \ ta x {/?} is constant with value /?*. 

Let (M{: £, < X) be a A-approximating sequence over {x, (/„ : a < X), A], and let 
E be the closed unbounded set defined by 

E :={S<X:S = MsnX}. 

By our assumptions, we can choose d £ E C\S such that 

EHBnCs^k. (4.6) 

Finally, let /? be some element of A greater than d. 
The discussion preceding Proposition 3.9 applies to 5 and (8, so we can safely 

speak of m(5,/3) and the other functions defined there. Since E O B n Q ^ /<;, 
we know that E n B must contain members of nacc(Q) n /<?(«) for arbitrarily 
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large n. Thus, we can find /?* G E n B such that /?* G nacc(Q) n Ig(m) for some 
m > m(S,fi). In particular, 

/T G nacc(e^/ ? )) (4.7) 

by the definition m(S,p). 
Let s* = s(S,p,m) for this particular value of w. We know 

s u p ^ n / ? * ) < / ? * , (4.8) 

and Proposition 3.9 can now be brought into play—if e lies in the interval determined 
by (4.8), then we know that the ^*-walk from /? to e will pass through /?* and in 
addition, we know exactly what the walk looks like up to that point. 

Since /?* G E and (ta : a < X) G Mo, we note 

a<p*=^ta<Z p*. (4.9) 

We assumed a < min(ra)> and so we conclude 

$Me?M n / n < " < P" => '„ c (suP(e^A) n/?*),/?*). (4.10) 

We now prove the following claim. 

CLAIM 4.2. For all sufficiently large / < co, there are unboundedly many a < p* 
such that 

r(e, St(a, P, s\l)) = i for all * < n*{8,p) and e G ta, (4.11) 

while 

r ( e . i S * ) > i f o r a U e e r a . (4.12) 

PROOF. Let M be the Skolem hull (in 21) of {x, (ta : a < X),A, P*}- Since M is 
countable and the //, are uncountable, it follows that 

Ch M (0 = sup(M n Hi) for all / < co, (4.13) 

where Ch« is the characteristic function of M from Definition 1.3. 
For each a < / , let /™in be the function with domain co defined as 

/rU)=min{fe(i):seta}. (4.14) 

It is easy to see that (/7, (/™n: a < X)) is a scale for ,«, and this scale is also an 
element of Mp-. Since /?* is an element of every closed unbounded subset of X that 
is an element of Mp*, we can appeal to Lemma 1.5 and conclude that there is an 
/o < co such that whenever io < i < co, 

(Vrj < A,)(Vv < ^ + i ) ( 3 * a < /T)LC i n (0 > // A / ^ ( i + 1) > v.] (4.15) 

Next, note that M is an element of Mg, as the required Skolem hull can be 
computed in Mg using the model Mp*+\. This means that the function C h ^ is in 
Mg and therefore 

Clw <* fs- (4.16) 

Thus, we can find i\ < co such that 

Ch* r [ii.eu) < fst(s,p,s*.e) r [/l.eo) for all* < «*(<$,/?). (4.17) 
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Finally, choose h so large that 

c f ( / r ) < ^ 2 . (4-18) 

and let /* = max{/o, i\,ii\. 
We claim now that (4.11) and (4.12) holds for any i > /*. Given such an ;', we 

define 

N = Ska(M U/i,-) 

rj = sup{/St(^,J.i / )(i): t < n*{SJ)}, and 

v = ffs.(i + l). 

We know (4.15) holds in the model N, and since both r\ and v (defined above) 
are in the model N (as fi,• C N and f $* e N), it follows that 

AT |= (3*a < / T ) [ / r ( 0 > * A faiaU + 1) > v] (4.19) 

The definition of N together with (4.18) imply that N n /?* is unbounded in /?*, and 
so we can conclude that the set of a e N n /?* for which 

/ r , ( 0 > ' / a n d / r ( ' ' + l ) > v (4.20) 

is unbounded in /?*. 
Suppose now that a < /?* satisfies (4.20). If in addition sup(e"y „, n /?*) < a, 

then given £ e ?Q, we know 

s u p ^ n / T ) <<*<£</?*. (4.21) 

An appeal to Proposition 3.9 tells us 

St(e, 0, s*,£) = St*(<5,p,£) for all £ < n*(S, p), (4.22) 

and 

St(e,p,s*,n*(p,6))=P*. (4.23) 

Now it should be clear that r(e, /?*)>/ + 1 because of our choice of v. Given 
£ < n*{p,S), we know 

/st(£,/^)(0 = / s t . ( W 0 ^ * < Z ^ 0 ^ /«(')• (4-24) 

On the other hand, given j > i we know (from Lemma 1.4) that 

ChM(J) = C M ; ) = sup(7V n //,-), (4.25) 

and since e £ N (as e € ta e N and ta is finite), it follows from (4.17) that 

feU) < ChN(j) = Ch„(j) < fsr(s,p,e)(j) = /st(«./»,,-,oO") (4-26) 

for all £ <n*(S,p). The statement (4.11) now follows immediately and with it the 
claim. H 

We are now in a position to obtain a contradiction. First, use the preceding claim 
to fix an / such that such that 

sj = s*, (4.27) 
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and for which there are unboundedly many a < /?* satisfying both (4.11) and (4.12). 
In particular, we can fix an a < /?* in A satisfying (4.11) and (4.12) such that 

s u p f c ^ n / ? * ) < < * < / * * ; (4-28) 

we now prove 

c(ej)=/l* for alls eta, (4.29) 

and this will yield the desired contradiction. 
Given £ e ta, from (4.11), we conclude T(e,fi) = i, and hence 

s*(ej) = s*. (4.30) 

For £ < n*{8, ft), we know 

r(e,St(e,{3,s{eJ)J)) = T(e,St*(SJJ)) = I=T{e,p), (4.31) 

while 

r(E,St(aJ,s(EJ),n*(SJ))) =r(ej*) > I (4.32) 

Thus 

k{e,p) = n*{d,p), (4.33) 

and 

c(e,p) = St(sJ,s*(sJ),k(sJ)) = St(e,fi, s*,n*(S,fi)) = fi*, (4.34) 

as required. 
The contradiction is immediate as no such a and /? are supposed to exist for our 

choice of y?*. H 

§5. Conclusions. We now use Theorem 4 to draw some conclusions concerning 
negative square-brackets partition relations and their connection with saturation-
type properties of club-guessing ideals. These results are framed in terms of succes
sors of singular cardinals of countable cofinality because stronger results are known 
for the uncountable cofinality case (see [10], [2], and [3]). These results are also 
weaker than those claimed for the countable cofinality case in Section 4 of [10]—as 
mentioned before, there is a problem in the proof of Lemma 4.2(4) on page 162; the 
present paper provides a partial rescue. 

Let us recall the following definitions: 

DEFINITION 5.1. Let / be an ideal on some set A, and let a and x be cardinals, 
with T regular. 

(1) The ideal / is weakly a-saturated if A cannot be partitioned into a disjoint 
/-positive sets, i.e., there is no function %: A —> a such that 

n-\i)il 

for all i < a. 
(2) The ideal / is r-indecomposable if | J ( < r At e I whenever (At: i < z) is an 

increasing sequence of sets from / . 
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THEOREM 5. Suppose X = ju+ for /i singular of countable cofinality, and let 9 < X. 
If there is a well-formed pair (C,I) for which the ideal idp{C, I) fails to be weakly 
6-saturated, then there is a coloring c*: [X]2 —> 9 such that for any two unbounded 
subsets A and B ofX and any c, < 9, there are a & A and /? G B with a < fi and 

c*(aJ)=Q. (5.1) 

In particular, X -» [A]|. 

PROOF. Suppose there is a function %: X —* K such that 7r_1({e}) is idp(C,I)-
positive for each e < K. Define the function c*: [X]2 —» K by 

c*(aj)=7i(c(a,p)). (5.2) 

Given A and B unbounded in X and g < K, since n~x ({?}) is idp(C, I)-positive we 
can apply Theorem 4 (with ({a}: a e A) in place of (ta: a < X)) to find a e A 
and yS e 5 such that 

c(a,/?) £* - ' ({?} ) , (5.3) 

and this suffices. H 

We state the following corollary in such a way that it covers all successors of 
singular cardinals, though we remind the reader that stronger results are known 
(see [3]) in the situation where the cofinality of fi is uncountable. 

COROLLARY 5.2. Let ju be a singular cardinal. If /u+ —> [ju+]2i, then there is an 
ideal / on ju+ such that 

(1) / is a proper ideal extending the non-stationary ideal on fi+, 
(2) / is cf (/^-complete, 
(3) / is T-indecomposable for all uncountable regular x with cf (/*) < x < ft, and 
(4) / is weakly 0-saturated for some 9 < ju. 

PROOF. Let S be any stationary subset of {S < [i+: cf(<5) = cf(,«)}, and let 
(C, / ) be a well-formed (or nice in the case where cf (/u) > No) S-club system. An 
elementary argument tells us that fi+ —> [,«+]^ must hold, and therefore the ideal 
idp(C,I) is weakly ^-saturated—this follows from Theorem 5 in the case where 
cf (/i) = Ho, and Theorem 3 of [3] if cf (ft) > No. It is also routine to check (see 
Observation 3.2(1) on page 139 of [9]) that idp{C, I) satisfies conditions (l)-(3). 

Now if idp{C, I) happens to be weakly cf (/z)-saturated (a situation which might 
not even be consistent—see Section 6 of [3]) then we are done. Otherwise, we can 
find a family {At: i < cf(/z)} of disjoint idp(C, /)-positive sets. Since idp(C,I) is 
weakly /^-saturated, there must exist an i < cf (fi) and a 9 < ju such that Aj cannot 
be partitioned into 9 disjoint idp(C, /)-positive sets. If we define 

I:=idp(C,I) \At :={B c ju+: At n B e id / 7(C,/)}, 

then / has all of the required properties. H 
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